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What is this course about?

I The goal of the course is to introduce you to the analysis of economic
data using R . . .

I What economic data?
I Consumer Expenditure Survey (CES)
I Freddie Mac loan dataset
I Lending Club
I Airline Origin and Destionation Survey
I College Scorecard
I Early Childhood Longitudinal Survey
I Citibike
I and more

I Why R? Because it is open source, with a large community of
developers, and a very flexible tool to manage and analyze data and
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Data science in business

I The ability to analyze large datasets is becoming an increasing valuable
skill in the labor market (keywords: data science, big data)

I Companies are sitting on huge amounts of data that they would like to
analyze to drive their business decisions

I A sound understanding of economics, finance, and business together
with a good knowledge of how to work with (big?) data can give you
the edge over CS, stat, and math grads.

I Kaggle Competitions
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https://www.kaggle.com/competitions


About this course

I Material:
I Lecture notes/slides
I Stock and Watson, Introduction to Econometrics, Pearson or Bailey,

Real Econometrics, OUP
I R Core Team, An Introduction to R
I Zuur, Ieno, Mesters, A beginner’s Guide to R, Springer (download

chapters or whole book through Baruch library)

I Online resources:
I Big Data University (BDU):

1. R 101, Datacamp Course
2. Introduction to Data Analysis using R
3. Swirl: a package to learn R in R; The courses we will use are: - R

Programming, Data Analysis, Regression Models, Getting and
Cleaning Data

4. Datacamp tutorials
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https://bigdatauniversity.com/
https://bigdatauniversity.com/courses/introduction-to-r/
http://archive.bigdatauniversity.com/courses/introduction-to-data-analysis-using-r/
http://swirlstats.com/


Assessment

The overall grade is determined as follows:

1. BDU R 101 Certificate of Completion (5%)
2. Assignments (10%)
3. Citibike Challenge (10%)
4. Group Project (25%; report + presentation)
5. Midterm I and II (25% each; 9/29 and 11/15)
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Schedule of topics

1. Reading data: importing datasets, data types, defining variable
classes

2. Manipulating data: cleaning, manipulate, package dplyr

3. Analyzing data: statistical properties, regression model, limited
dependent variables

4. Visualizing data: built-in plotting functions and ggplot2 package
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Rstudio

I The built-in interface of R is not very user-friendly (especially in
Windows)

I There are several IDE (Integrated Development Environment) that
make it easier to write and debug programs (e.g., with colored syntax),
manage data, plotting, keeping track of variables etc

I RStudio has established itself as the favorite IDE for R developers
I We will use it as well because it is open source and . . . simply the best!
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https://www.rstudio.com/


Figure 1: RStudio IDE Interface (Mac)
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Importing data with Rstudio

I We can use Rstudio to explore a dataset in different formats (csv, excel,
spss, etc)

I Menu Tools and Import Dataset and then choose the format of your
data file
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Example: Citibike trips

I Citibike is a bike sharing program that started in NYC in May 2013.
By now it represents the largest program in the United States with over
100K members, 10 million trips a year and it has become an essential
part of the City landscape.

I They provide information about all trips that users took since the
beginning of the program
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I I downloaded the May 2016 trips datafile and will use RStudio to
explore and import the dataset
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I One important task of loading a dataset is to set the appropriate type
of data in each column (e.g., numeric, integer, character, date, date
with time, logical, factor)
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I After clicking Import the file is loaded and stored in the R session
I The dataset is composed of 1,212,280 trips and 15 variables (see below)
I This datafile is approx 238 Mb
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Importing data from the console

library(readr)
data <- read_csv("~/Dropbox/MyFolders/myData/CitiBike/201605-citibike-tripdata.csv")
str(data,max.level=1)

Classes 'tbl_df', 'tbl' and 'data.frame': 1212280 obs. of 15 variables:
$ tripduration : int 538 224 328 1196 753 511 362 1399 515 1477 ...
$ starttime : chr "5/1/2016 00:00:03" "5/1/2016 00:00:04" "5/1/2016 00:00:14"

"5/1/2016 00:00:20" ...
$ stoptime : chr "5/1/2016 00:09:02" "5/1/2016 00:03:49" "5/1/2016 00:05:43"

"5/1/2016 00:20:17" ...
$ start station id : int 536 361 301 3141 492 445 151 161 368 459 ...
$ start station name : chr "1 Ave & E 30 St" "Allen St & Hester St" "E 2 St & Avenue B" "1

Ave & E 68 St" ...
$ start station latitude : num 40.7 40.7 40.7 40.8 40.8 ...
$ start station longitude: num -74 -74 -74 -74 -74 ...
$ end station id : int 497 340 311 237 228 537 229 2022 334 445 ...
$ end station name : chr "E 17 St & Broadway" "Madison St & Clinton St" "Norfolk St &

Broome St" "E 11 St & 2 Ave" ...
$ end station latitude : num 40.7 40.7 40.7 40.7 40.8 ...
$ end station longitude : num -74 -74 -74 -74 -74 ...
$ bikeid : int 23097 23631 23049 19019 16437 20592 15681 16003 20515 20884 ...
$ usertype : chr "Subscriber" "Subscriber" "Subscriber" "Customer" ...
$ birth year : int 1986 1977 1980 NA 1981 1991 1986 1989 1998 1995 ...
$ gender : int 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
- attr(*, "spec")=List of 2
..- attr(*, "class")= chr "col_spec"
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R script

I A script is a text file with a set of R commands that can be executed
jointly

I Script files are convenient because they automate tasks relative to type
each command in the Console

I Open a R script from the top-left corner or File, New File, R Script
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I Example: I want to download monthly stock prices for Apple Inc
(ticker: AAPL) from January 2000 until today and plot the closing
price over time

1. Type the sequence of commands that you want to execute
I Lines starting with # are comments and not R code

2. Select all the lines
3. Press Run
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I Top-right: in the Console the lines will be executed and the output
printed

I Bottom-Right: the time series plot is shown
I Bottom-Left: the Environment is shown that lists all the variables that

have been created
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Help on commands

I Very often you will want to find out the description of a command that
you want to use, its arguments, its output etc

I The description of a command can be called by typing in the console
help(..) or ‘?’ followed by the name of the command (see below)
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Rstudio for word processing

I We typically use word processor software (e.g., MS Word) to write
documents that might include tables, graphs, pictures, etc

I Since we are now in love with R, we would like to conduct the analysis
in R and then write-up the results in Word

I This requires:
I conducting the analysis in R and save the tables and graphs that . . .
I . . . we will import in Word one-by-one

I Can we just produce this document in one click without going trough
the hassle of saving and importing files?

I Yes, we can thanks to the rmarkdown package from Rstudio (again,
everything open source)
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R markdown documents

I From the menu on the top-left corner choose R Markdown
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I Then you have the option to write a Document or a Presentation
I If you want to write a MS Word document select Word and press OK
I Alternatives are html to write webpages or PDF which is a more

sophisticated word processor (and requires installation of additional
software)
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I If you want to produce a presentation, the options are a html
presentation that you can show on any browser or PDF (Beamer)
(requires installation of additional software)

I These slides are produced with PDF (Beamer)
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I When you create a R Markdown document by default it is filled with an
example to get you started
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Elements of a R markdown document

I Preamble (title, author, date, output settings)

I Document body:

I Code chunks:
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Rmarkdown basics
https://www.rstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/rmarkdown-reference.pdf
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https://www.rstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/rmarkdown-reference.pdf


Knitting the document

I To generate the Word or HTML document we click on the Knit button
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I And finally the Word file is generated
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Example
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Conclusion

I This brief discussion of R and Rstudio should get you started and every
class we will use to perform interesting statistical analysis

I Exercise for next class: produce a Word document using Rmarkdown
that downloads monthly stock prices for your favorite stock (other than
AAPL) and plot the time series of the range defined as the difference
between the highest and lowest price for the month; make a list of
comments on the graph and use bold and italics and in-line R code.

I See: http://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/authoring_basics.html
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http://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/authoring_basics.html

